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derived from international

Employment and Human
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Resource Management Tony

and human resource

Dundon 2020-02-28 This
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comprehensive book offers a
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wars and rising nationalism have

disintegration, fuelled by

stirred troubling memories of the

inequality and ecological crisis,

1930s. Will history repeat itself?

unless we radically rethink the

Do we face the chaotic

international status quo. This

breakdown of the global

brilliantly original account of the

economic system in the face of

discontents of globalization is a

stagnation, protectionism and

must-read both for concerned

political tumult? Jeremy Green

citizens and students of global

argues that, although we face

political economy.

grave problems, globalization is

Model Rules of Professional

not about to end. Setting today’s

Conduct American Bar

challenges within a longer

Association. House of Delegates

historical context, he

2007 The Model Rules of

demonstrates that the global

Professional Conduct provides an

economy is more interconnected

up-to-date resource for

than ever before and the costs of

information on legal ethics.

undoing it high enough to make

Federal, state and local courts in

a complete breakdown unlikely.

all jurisdictions look to the Rules

Popular analogies between the

for guidance in solving lawyer

1930s and today are misleading.

malpractice cases, disciplinary

But the governing liberal

actions, disqualification issues,

ideology of globalisation is

sanctions questions and much

changing. It is mutating into a

more. In this volume, black-letter

hard-edged nationalism that

Rules of Professional Conduct are

defends free markets while

followed by numbered

reasserting sovereignty and

Comments that explain each

strengthening borders. This

Rule's purpose and provide

‘national liberalism’ threatens a

suggestions for its practical

much more dangerous

application. The Rules will help
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you identify proper conduct in a

effects the human guinea-pigs

variety of given situations,

have suffered, and their on-going

review those instances where

fight for compensation.

discretionary action is possible,

Hired James Bloodworth 2019-02

and define the nature of the

We all define ourselves by our

relationship between you and

profession - at least to some

your clients, colleagues and the

extent. But what if our job was

courts.

demeaning, poorly paid, and

Gassed Rob Evans 2001-01-01

tedious? Cracking open Britain's

Porton Down, the oldest chemical

divisions - immigrant/British,

warfare station in the world,

North/South, urban/rural,

holds one of Britain's most

working class/middle class,

chilling secrets - since 1916, more

leave/remain - journalist James

than 25,000 human subjects have

Bloodworth spends six months

taken part in Porton's

living and working across

controversial experiments, a

Britain, taking on the country's

series of tests that has involved

worst jobs. He lives on the

nerve gas, mustard gas, tear gas,

meagre proceeds and discovers

even LSD and other mind-

the anxieties and hopes of those

bending drugs. In his ground-

he encounters, including

breaking study, author Rob

working-class British, young

Evans painstakingly reveals the

students striving to make ends

truth of what has gone on behind

meet, and Eastern European

the barbed wire and 'keep out'

immigrants. Reminiscent of

signs - the appalling facts of the

Orwell's Road to Wigan Pier, this

tests, the ethics both of the

is a fascinating window onto a

experiments and the 'volunteer'

world that Britain's London-

process, the motivations of the

centric media rarely visits. From

scientists, the subsequent side-

the Staffordshire Amazon
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warehouse to the taxi-cabs of

means to achieve economic

Uber, Bloodworth uncovers

equality, and also to fight other

horrifying employment practices

forms of oppression, including

and shows how traditional

racism and sexism. The ultimate

working-class communities have

goal is not Soviet-style planning,

been decimated by the move to

but to win rights to healthcare,

soulless service jobs with no

education, and housing and to

security, advancement or

create new democratic

satisfaction. But this is more than

institutions in workplaces and

an expose of unscrupulous

communities. The book both

employers; this is a gripping

explores socialism's history and

examination of post-Brexit

presents a realistic vision for its

Britain, a divided nation which

future. A primer on socialism for

needs to understand the true

the 21st century, this is a book for

reality of how other people live

anyone seeking an end to the

and work, before it can heal.

vast inequities of our age.

The Socialist Manifesto Bhaskar

Nickel and Dimed Barbara

Sunkara 2019-04-30 The success

Ehrenreich 2010-04-01 The New

of Jeremy Corbyn's left-led

York Times bestselling work of

Labour Party and Bernie

undercover reportage from our

Sanders's 2016 presidential

sharpest and most original social

campaign revived a political idea

critic, with a new foreword by

many had thought dead. But

Matthew Desmond, author of

what, exactly, is socialism? And

Evicted Millions of Americans

what would a socialist system

work full time, year round, for

look like today? In The Socialist

poverty-level wages. In 1998,

Manifesto, Bhaskar Sunkara,

Barbara Ehrenreich decided to

editor of Jacobin magazine,

join them. She was inspired in

argues that socialism offers the

part by the rhetoric surrounding
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welfare reform, which promised

desperate stratagems for survival.

that a job—any job—can be the

Read it for the smoldering clarity

ticket to a better life. But how

of Ehrenreich's perspective and

does anyone survive, let alone

for a rare view of how

prosper, on $6 an hour? To find

"prosperity" looks from the

out, Ehrenreich left her home,

bottom. And now, in a new

took the cheapest lodgings she

foreword, Matthew Desmond,

could find, and accepted

author of Evicted: Poverty and

whatever jobs she was offered.

Profit in the American City,

Moving from Florida to Maine to

explains why, twenty years on

Minnesota, she worked as a

in America, Nickel and Dimed is

waitress, a hotel maid, a cleaning

more relevant than ever.

woman, a nursing-home aide,

Intern Nation Ross Perlin

and a Wal-Mart sales clerk. She

2012-04-04 Millions of young

lived in trailer parks and

people—and increasingly some

crumbling residential motels.

not-so-young people—now work

Very quickly, she discovered

as interns. They famously shuttle

that no job is truly "unskilled,"

coffee in a thousand magazine

that even the lowliest

offices, legislative backrooms, and

occupations require exhausting

Hollywood studios, but they also

mental and muscular effort. She

deliver aid in Afghanistan, map

also learned that one job is not

the human genome, and pick up

enough; you need at least two if

garbage. Intern Nation is the first

you int to live indoors. Nickel

exposé of the exploitative world

and Dimed reveals low-rent

of internships. In this witty,

America in all its tenacity,

astonishing, and serious

anxiety, and surprising

investigative work, Ross Perlin

generosity—a land of Big Boxes,

profiles fellow interns, talks to

fast food, and a thousand

academics and professionals about
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what unleashed this

otherwordly, octave-scaling

phenomenon, and explains why

operatic voice, MacKenzie, rose

the intern boom is perverting

to Top Twenty chart success in

workplace practices around the

1982. Then, at the height of their

world. The hardcover publication

success, the Associates split up.

of this book precipitated a torrent

Over the ensuing years,

of media coverage in the US and

MacKenzie gained a reputation

UK, and Perlin has added an

for his unhinged career tactics,

entirely new afterword

generous spirit and knack for

describing the growing focus on

squandering large amounts of

this woefully underreported

record-company money. Born in

story. Insightful and humorous,

Dundee in 1957, he was the

Intern Nation will transform the

eldest son in a large Catholic

way we think about the culture

family. He was bullied at school

of work.

and sought refuge in music. He

The Glamour Chase Tom Doyle

was a schemer and dreamer, a

2011-09-01 The definitive

breeder of whippet dogs and a

biography of the Scottish singer-

bisexual who kept quiet about his

songwriter and leader of the

private life. During his lifetime,

Associates—with a new foreword

his unique vocal gift attracted the

by Björk. A first-rate charmer

attention of Shirley Bassey,

with a devilish twinkle in his

Annie Lennox and Bjork.

eye, Billy MacKenzie was a

However, in the tradition of Scott

maverick figure within the

Walker, Syd Barrett and Nick

music industry. At the same

Drake, MacKenzie's tale is one of

time, his wild and mischievous

thwarted talent and, ultimately,

spirit may have done him more

tragedy.

harm than good. As frontman of

Better Work Monique Kremer

the Associates, gifted with an

2021-11-13 This Open Access
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book provides a thorough analysis

2017-03-14 The inside story of

of the quality of work in the

the first successful $15 minimum

Netherlands, and suggests policy

wage campaign that renewed a

proposals to promote and facilitate

national labor movement With

good work for more people. New

captivating narrative and

technology, flexibilization and

insightful commentary, labor

the intensification of work will

organizer Jonathan Rosenblum

have significant consequences for

reveals the inside story of the

all those who will still have jobs

first successful fight for a $15

in the future, and – much less

minimum wage, which renewed

studied so far – for the quality of

a national labor movement

their work. Good work is

through bold strategy and broad

essential for general well-being:

inclusiveness. Just outside Seattle,

for the individual’s quality of life,

an unlikely alliance of Sea-Tac

for the economy and for society.

Airport workers, union and

Good work for everyone should

community activists, and clergy

therefore be seen as an important

staged face-to-face confrontations

aspiration for companies,

with corporate leaders to unite a

institutions, social partners and

diverse, largely immigrant

governments. An essential read

workforce in a struggle over

for an international audience of

power between airport workers

academics in the field of the

and business and political elites.

sociology of work, labor

Digging deep into the root causes

economics and social policy, as

of poverty wages, Rosenblum

well as for policymakers and

gives a blunt assessment of the

researchers of trade unions, and

daunting problems facing unions

representatives of other social

today. Beyond $15 provides an

movements.

inspirational blueprint for a

Beyond $15 Jonathan Rosenblum

powerful, all-inclusive labor
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movement and is a call for

meagre proceeds and discovers

workers to reclaim their power

the anxieties and hopes of those

in the new economy.

he encounters, including

Giigle Bonnie Brown 2007 A

working-class British, young

memoir of a single mother who

students striving to make ends

worked as a massage therapist for

meet, and Eastern European

Google, was paid partly with

immigrants.Reminiscent of

stock options, then became

Orwell's Road to Wigan Pier, this

wealthy when the company

is a fascinating window onto a

prospered.

world that Britain's London-

Hired James Bloodworth

centric media rarely visits. From

2018-06-01 A compelling and

the Staffordshire Amazon

ground-breaking piece of

warehouse to the taxi-cabs of

narrative journalism that gets

Uber, Bloodworth uncovers

right to the heart of divided

horrifying employment practices

Britain and its dysfunctional jobs

and shows how traditional

climate.We all define ourselves

working-class communities have

by our profession - at least to

been decimated by the move to

some extent. But what if our job

soulless service jobs with no

was demeaning, poorly paid, and

security, advancement or

tedious? Cracking open Britain's

satisfaction. But this is more than

divisions - immigrant/British,

an exposé of unscrupulous

North/South, urban/rural,

employers; this is a gripping

working class/middle class,

examination of post-Brexit

leave/remain - journalist James

Britain, a divided nation which

Bloodworth spends six months

needs to understand the true

living and working across

reality of how other people live

Britain, taking on the country's

and work, before it can heal.

worst jobs. He lives on the

American Prison Shane Bauer
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2018-09-18 An enraging,

employment came to an abrupt

necessary look at the private

end. But he had seen enough,

prison system, and a convincing

and in short order he wrote an

clarion call for prison reform.”

exposé about his experiences that

—NPR.org New York Times

won a National Magazine Award

Book Review 10 Best Books of

and became the most-read feature

2018 * One of President Barack

in the history of the magazine

Obama’s favorite books of 2018 *

Mother Jones. Still, there was

Winner of the 2019 J. Anthony

much more that he needed to

Lukas Book Prize * Winner of

say. In American Prison, Bauer

the Helen Bernstein Book Award

weaves a much deeper

for Excellence in Journalism *

reckoning with his experiences

Winner of the 2019 RFK Book

together with a thoroughly

and Journalism Award * A New

researched history of for-profit

York Times Notable Book A

prisons in America from their

ground-breaking and brave

origins in the decades before the

inside reckoning with the nexus

Civil War. For, as he soon

of prison and profit in America:

realized, we can't understand the

in one Louisiana prison and over

cruelty of our current system

the course of our country's

and its place in the larger story of

history. In 2014, Shane Bauer was

mass incarceration without

hired for $9 an hour to work as

understanding where it came

an entry-level prison guard at a

from. Private prisons became

private prison in Winnfield,

entrenched in the South as part

Louisiana. An award-winning

of a systemic effort to keep the

investigative journalist, he used

African-American labor force in

his real name; there was no

place in the aftermath of slavery,

meaningful background check.

and the echoes of these shameful

Four months later, his

origins are with us still. The
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private prison system is

The Myth of Meritocracy James

deliberately unaccountable to

Bloodworth 2016-05-19 The best

public scrutiny. Private prisons

jobs in Britain today are

are not incentivized to tend to

overwhelmingly done by the

the health of their inmates, or to

children of the wealthy.

feed them well, or to attract and

Meanwhile, it is increasingly

retain a highly-trained prison

difficult for bright but poor kids

staff. Though Bauer befriends

to transcend their circumstances.

some of his colleagues and

This state of affairs should not

sympathizes with their plight,

only worry the less well-off. It

the chronic dysfunction of their

hurts the middle classes too, who

lives only adds to the prison's

are increasingly locked out of the

sense of chaos. To his horror,

top professions by those from

Bauer finds himself becoming

affluent backgrounds. Hitherto,

crueler and more aggressive the

Labour and Conservative

longer he works in the prison,

politicians alike have sought to

and he is far from alone. A

deal with the problem by

blistering indictment of the

promoting the idea of 'equality of

private prison system, and the

opportunity'. In politics, social

powerful forces that drive it,

mobility is the only game in

American Prison is a necessary

town, and old socialist arguments

human document about the true

emphasising economic equality

face of justice in America.

are about as fashionable today as

Vegas at Odds James P. Kraft

mullets and shell suits. Yet

2010-01-14 American historians

genuine equality of opportunity

and anyone interested in the

is impossible alongside levels of

history of labor or Las Vegas will

inequality last seen during the

find this account highly original,

1930s. In a grossly unequal

insightful, and even-handed.

society, the privileges of the
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parents unfailingly become the

working poor Barbara

privileges of the children. A

Ehrenreich's Nickel and Dimed

vague commitment from our

explored the lives of low-wage

politicians to build a 'meritocracy'

workers. Now, in Bait and

is not enough. Nor is it desirable:

Switch, she enters another

a perfectly stratified meritocracy,

hidden realm of the economy:

in which everyone knew their

the shadowy world of the white-

station based on 'merit', would be

collar unemployed. Armed with

a deeply unpleasant place to live.

a plausible résumé of a

Any genuine attempt to improve

professional "in transition," she

social mobility must start by

attempts to land a middle-class

reducing the gap between rich

job—undergoing career coaching

and poor. PROVOCATIONS is a

and personality testing, then

groundbreaking new series of

trawling a series of EST-like boot

short polemics composed by some

camps, job fairs, networking

of the most intriguing voices in

events, and evangelical job-search

contemporary culture and edited

ministries. She gets an image

by Yasmin Alibhai-Brown.

makeover, works to project a

Sharp, intelligent and

winning attitude, yet is

controversial, Provocations

proselytized, scammed, lectured,

provides insightful contributions

and—again and again—rejected.

to the most vital discussions in

Bait and Switch highlights the

society today.

people who've done everything

Bait and Switch Barbara

right—gotten college degrees,

Ehrenreich 2006-07-25 The

developed marketable skills, and

bestselling author of Nickel and

built up impressive résumés—yet

Dimed goes back undercover to

have become repeatedly

do for America's ailing middle

vulnerable to financial disaster,

class what she did for the

and not simply due to the
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vagaries of the business cycle.

explores the conscious and

Today's ultra-lean corporations

unconscious norms, values, and

take pride in shedding their

characteristics that drive

"surplus" employees—plunging

behaviors within the high-tech

them, for months or years at a

capital of the world, Silicon

stretch, into the twilight zone of

Valley, and the sector it

white-collar unemployment,

represents. In an era where the

where job searching becomes a

reach and influence of a single

full-time job in itself. As

industry has the potential to

Ehrenreich discovers, there are

define the future of our world, it

few social supports for these

has become apparent just how

newly disposable workers—and

little we know about the

little security even for those who

organizations driving these

have jobs. Like the now classic

changes. The Psychology of

Nickel and Dimed, Bait and

Silicon Valley offers a revealing

Switch is alternately hilarious

look inside the mind of world’s

and tragic, a searing exposé of

most influential industry and

economic cruelty where we least

how the identity, culture, myths,

expect it.

and motivations of Big Tech are

Techniques of Secret Warfare

harming society. The book argues

Carl Hammer 1996

that the bad values and lack of

The Psychology of Silicon Valley

emotional intelligence borne in

Katy Cook 2019-10-15

the vacuum of Silicon Valley will

Misinformation. Job

have lasting consequences on

displacement. Information

everything from social equality

overload. Economic inequality.

to the future of work to our

Digital addiction. The breakdown

collective mental health. Katy

of democracy, civility, and truth

Cook expertly walks us through

itself. This open access book

the psychological landscape of
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Silicon Valley, including its

conditions of detention,

leadership, ethical, and cultural

healthcare, or housing. But to

problems, and artfully explains

appease autocratic regimes,

why we cannot afford to ignore

experts have ignored the

the psychology and values that

primacy of free speech. Heinze

are behind our technology any

argues that goods become rights

longer.

only when citizens can claim

The Most Human Right Eric

them publicly and fearlessly: free

Heinze 2022-04-12 A bold,

speech is the fundamental right,

groundbreaking argument by a

without which the very concept

world-renowned expert that

of a “right” makes no sense.

unless we treat free speech as the

Heinze argues that throughout

fundamental human right, there

history countless systems of

can be no others. What are

justice have promised human

human rights? Are they laid out

goods. What, then, makes human

definitively in the UN’s

rights different? What must

Universal Declaration of Human

human rights have that other

Rights or the US Bill of Rights?

systems have lacked? Heinze

Are they items on a

revisits the origins of the concept,

checklist—dignity, justice,

exploring what it means for a

progress, standard of living,

nation to protect human rights,

health care, housing? In The

and what a citizen needs in order

Most Human Right, Eric Heinze

to pursue them. He explains how

explains why global human

free speech distinguishes human

rights systems have failed.

rights from other ideas about

International organizations

justice, past and present.

constantly report on how

Undercover Paul Lewis

governments manage human

2013-06-25 'Undercover lays bare

goods, such as fair trials, humane

the deceit, betrayal and cold-
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blooded violation practised again

betrayed friends, deceived lovers,

and again by undercover police

even fathered children. And

officers - troubling, timely and

their operations continue today.

brilliantly executed.' Henry

Undercover reveals the truth

Porter The gripping stories of a

about secret police operations -

group of police spies - written by

the emotional turmoil, the

the award-winning investigative

psychological challenges and the

journalists who exposed the Mark

human cost of a lifetime of

Kennedy scandal - and the

deception - and asks whether

uncovering of forty years of state

such tactics can ever be justified.

espionage. This was an

Arsènal Alex Fynn 2011 A new

undercover operation so secret

edition of the bestselling, seminal

that some of our most senior

biography of Arsenal FC, fully

police officers had no idea it

revised and updated with four

existed. The job of the clandestine

new chapters to bring it up to

unit was to monitor British

date at the end of a potentially

'subversives' - environmental

historic season for the club. Based

activists, anti-racist groups,

on unprecedented access granted

animal rights campaigners. Police

to the authors, including

stole the identities of dead people

exclusive interviews with

to create fake passports, driving

Arsene Wenger and key board

licences and bank accounts. They

members, current and former

then went deep undercover for

players, Arsenal looks in detail at

years, inventing whole new

the club's transformation into a

lives so that they could live

global superpower under the

incognito among the people they

stewardship of their French

were spying on. They used sex,

manager right up to the end of

intimate relationships and drugs

the 2010/11 season.

to build their credibility. They

Hired James Bloodworth
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2018-03-01 The Times Round-up

traditional working-class

of the Best Non-fiction

communities have been

Paperbacks, 2019 The Times Best

decimated by the move to

Current Affairs and Big Ideas

soulless service jobs with no

Book of the Year, 2018 'A very

security, advancement or

discomforting book, no matter

satisfaction. This is a gripping

what your politics might be...

examination of Brexit Britain, a

very good' Sunday Times

divided nation which needs to

'Potent, disturbing and

understand the true reality of

revelatory' Evening Standard

how other people live and work

We all define ourselves by our

before it can heal.

profession. But what if our job

Lab Rats Dan Lyons 2019

was demeaning, poorly paid, and

Personality tests. Team-building

tedious? Cracking open Britain's

exercises. Forced Fun. Desktop

divisions journalist James

surveillance. Open-plan offices.

Bloodworth spends six months

Acronyms. Diminishing job

living and working across

security. Hot desking. Pointless

Britain, taking on the country's

perks. Hackathons. If any of the

most gruelling jobs. He lives on

above sound familiar, welcome to

the meagre proceeds and

the modern economy. In this

discovers the anxieties and hopes

hilarious, but deadly serious book,

of those he encounters, including

bestselling author Dan Lyons

working-class British, young

looks at how the world of work

students striving to make ends

has slowly morphed from one of

meet, and Eastern European

unions and steady career

immigrants. From the

progression to a dystopia made of

Staffordshire Amazon warehouse

bean bags and unpaid internships.

to the taxi-cabs of Uber,

And that's the 'good' jobs...With

Bloodworth narrates how

the same wit that made
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Disrupted an international

talking to interns and bosses,

bestseller, Lyons shows how the

professionals and entrepreneurs,

hypocrisy of Silicon Valley has

thinkers and doers. She takes us

now been exported globally to a

from Westminster to the Outer

job near you. Even low-grade

Hebrides, from a hospital in

employees are now expected to

Wales to the industrial Midlands,

view their jobs with a cult-like

introducing us to different

fervour, despite diminishing

worlds of work and the people

prospects of promotion. From the

who inhabit them. Rich with the

gig economy to the new digital

voices of the wealthy and poor,

oligarchs, Lyons deliciously roasts

native and immigrant, women

the new work climate, while

and men of the UK in the

asking what can be done to

twenty-first century, All Day

recoup some sanity and dignity

Long shows us who we are

for the expanding class of middle-

through what we do.

class serfs.

Enough Is Enough Mark Lawson

All Day Long Joanna Biggs

2015-10-08 Enough is Enough

2015-04-09 Nearly all of us have

revolves around actual events in

to work, but how much do we

May 1968. Harold Wilson knows

really know about what other

the public thinks he's a slippery

people do all day? What is it like

liar, the newspapers are out for

to be a fishmonger, a sex worker

his blood, and the party which

or an Orthodox rabbi? Or a

once loved him is now plotting to

banker, a research scientist or a

remove him. Still, he has failed to

carer? How do our jobs affect our

spot at least two other

lives, beliefs and happiness? And

conspiracies brewing. Bernard

what happens when we don't

Storey, a journalist, stumbles on

work? Joanna Biggs has travelled

the rival plots and enters a world

the country to find the answers,

of lying and spying, back-
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stabbing and blackmail, malicious

rest live lives of extraordinary

gossip and false intelligence.

hardship. It might just be the

Gigged Sarah Kessler 2019-05-02

future of work for all of us.

_______ 'Excellent'Martin Wolf,

*Longlisted for the FT/McKinsey

Financial Times Books of the

Business Book of the Year

Year 'Essential'Daniel Pink,

Award* Praise for GIGGED 'Well

author of Drive 'Wonderful'

researched and beautifully

Martin Ford, author of The Rise

written. . . Essential reading for

of the Robots _______ PROFIT

anyone who is interested in

INNOVATION GREED

understanding the future of our

WELCOME TO THE GIG

economy and society.' Ha-Joon

ECONOMY Between Uber

Chang, author of 23 Things They

drivers and Airbnb hosts,

Don't Tell You About Capitalism

freelance jobs are becoming an

'Well crafted. . . a multitude of

increasingly prominent part of

anecdotes supported by data and

our economy. GIGGED goes

extensive reporting.' Forbes

inside the Silicon Valley

'Kessler's timely bookexplores

companies leading the way to

the personal, corporate and

this emerging 'gig economy'. It

societal stories behind a massive

tells the stories of the workers -

tech-driven shift away from

from computer programmers to

permanent office-based

online comment moderators -

employment.' Books of the

who are getting by in a new

Month, Financial Times 'Kessler

wave of precarious, short-term

illuminates a great divide-For

employment. And it sketches out

people with desirable skills, the

what tomorrow's economy might

gig economy often permits a

look like- one where the

more engaging, entrepreneurial

fortunate get to work when they

lifestyle; but for the unskilled

want, how they want, while the

who turn to such work out of
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necessity, it's merely "the best of

John built their lives around

bad options".' Harvard Business

their place of work. Shannon, a

Review 'Sarah Kessler writes

white single mother, became the

like a dream. If you want to

first woman to run the dangerous

know how work is changing and

furnaces at the Rexnord

how you too must change to

manufacturing plant in

keep up, you must read this

Indianapolis, Indiana, and was

book.' Dan Lyons, author of

proud of producing one of the

Disrupted

world’s top brands of steel

American Made Farah Stockman

bearings. Wally, a black man

2021-10-12 What happens when

known for his initiative and

Americans lose their jobs? In

kindness, was promoted to

American Made, an illuminating

chairman of efficiency, one of the

story of ruin and reinvention,

most coveted posts on the factory

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist

floor, and dreamed of starting his

Farah Stockman gives an up-close

own barbecue business one day.

look at the profound role work

John, a white machine operator,

plays in our sense of identity and

came from a multigenerational

belonging, as she follows three

union family and clashed with a

workers whose lives unravel

work environment that was

when the factory they have

increasingly hostile to organized

dedicated so much to closes down.

labor. The Rexnord factory had

“With humor, breathtaking

served as one of the economic

honesty, and a historian’s satellite

engines for the surrounding

view, American Made

community. When it closed,

illuminates the fault lines ripping

hundreds of people lost their jobs.

America apart.”—Beth Macy,

What had life been like for

author of Factory Man and

Shannon, Wally, and John, before

Dopesick Shannon, Wally, and

the plant shut down? And what
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became of them after the jobs

château, she jumps at the chance

moved to Mexico and Texas?

to shake things up. Then by

American Made is the story of a

chance Chloe discovers her

community struggling to

employers are anything but the

reinvent itself. It is also a story

entrepreneurs they appear, and

about race, class, and American

suddenly she knows far too

values, and how jobs serve as a

much. Her clients are illegal arms

bedrock of people’s lives and

dealers, and one of them is

drive powerful social justice

ordered to kill her. But instead,

movements. This revealing book

Bastien Toussaint drags Chloe

shines a light on a crucial political

away, and the next thing she

moment, when joblessness and

knows she's on the run with the

anxiety about the future of work

most terrifying and seductive

have made themselves heard at a

man she's ever met. What were

national level. Most of all,

his motives—and would she live

American Made is a story about

long enough to find out?

people: who we consider to be

Seasonal Associate Heike Geissler

one of us and how the dignity of

2018-12-04 How the brutalities of

work lies at the heart of who we

working life are transformed into

are.

exhaustion, shame, and self-doubt:

Black Ice Anne Stuart 2012-09-17

a writer's account of her

Living paycheck to paycheck in

experience working in an

Paris, American book translator

Amazon fulfillment center. No

Chloe Underwood would give

longer able to live on the

anything for some excitement

proceeds of her freelance writing

and passion—even a little danger.

and translating income, German

So when she's offered a lucrative

novelist Heike Geissler takes a

weekend gig translating at a

seasonal job at Amazon Order

business conference in a remote

Fulfillment in Leipzig. But the
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job, intended as a stopgap

funny, eye-opening story of

measure, quickly becomes a

finding work in the automated

descent into humiliation, and

and time-starved world of hourly

Geissler soon begins to internalize

low-wage labor After the local

the dynamics and nature of the

newspaper where she worked as

post-capitalist labor market and

a reporter closed, Emily

precarious work. Driven to work

Guendelsberger took a pre-

at Amazon by financial necessity

Christmas job at an Amazon

rather than journalistic ambition,

fulfillment center outside

Heike Geissler has nonetheless

Louisville, Kentucky. There, the

written the first and only

vending machines were stocked

literary account of corporate flex-

with painkillers, and the staff

time employment that offers

turnover was dizzying. In the

“freedom” to workers who have

new year, she travelled to North

become an expendable resource.

Carolina to work at a call center, a

Shifting between the first and

place where even bathroom

the second person, Seasonal

breaks were timed to the second.

Associate is a nuanced expose of

And finally, Guendelsberger was

the psychic damage that is an

hired at a San Francisco

essential working condition with

McDonald's, narrowly escaping

mega-corporations. Geissler has

revenge-seeking customers who

written a twenty-first-century

pelted her with condiments.

account of how the brutalities of

Across three jobs, and in three

working life are transformed into

different parts of the country,

exhaustion, shame, and self-doubt.

Guendelsberger directly took

On the Clock Emily

part in the revolution changing

Guendelsberger 2019-07-16

the U.S. workplace. Offering an

"Nickel and Dimed for the

up-close portrait of America's

Amazon age," (Salon) the bitingly

actual "essential workers," On the
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Clock examines the broken social

and the 'Identity Left', A Left for

safety net as well as an economy

Itself interrogates the connection

that has purposely had all the

between socio-economic realities

slack drained out and converted

and politico-cultural views and

to profit. Until robots pack boxes,

boldly asks what is a worthy

resolve billing issues, and make

politics, one for the follower

fast food, human beings

count or one for effecting change.

supervised by AI will continue

'In the sometimes febrile

to get the job done.

environment of contemporary

Guendelsberger shows us how

left politics, this book is a

workers went from being the

measured and evaluative

most expensive element of

contribution. David Swift cuts

production to the cheapest - and

through the rhetoric of often

how low wage jobs have been

violent and divisive exchanges to

remade to serve the ideals of

uncover the roots, motivations,

efficiency, at the cost of

diverse character and strengths

humanity. On the Clock explores

and weaknesses of the current

the lengths that half of

phenomenon of so-called ‘identity

Americans will go to in order to

politics’.' Dr Stephen Meredith

make a living, offering not only a

The Full Life Framework, The

better understanding of the

Essential Guide Leon Ho

modern workplace, but also

2020-06-30 The Full Life

surprising solutions to make

Framework: The Essential Guide

work more humane for millions

will teach you how to distill

of Americans.

what's really important, take the

A Left for Itself David Swift

reins, have the confidence to stop

2019-10-25 In the first full length

doubting yourself, and decide to

analysis of the rise of left-wing

pursue your BEST LIFE.

hobbyists, performative radicals

The Manchurian Candidate
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Richard Condon 2013-11-25 The

—Time

classic thriller about a hostile

For Reasons Of State Noam

foreign power infiltrating

Chomsky 2003-07 Chomsky S

American politics: “Brilliant . . .

Second Major Collection Of

wild and exhilarating.” —The

Political Writings, Following His

New Yorker A war hero and the

Pathbreaking American Power

recipient of the Congressional

And The New Mandarins An

Medal of Honor, Sgt. Raymond

Essential Record Of Chomsky S

Shaw is keeping a deadly

Political And Social Thought As

secret—even from himself.

It Was Sharpened On The

During his time as a prisoner of

Upheavals In Domestic And

war in North Korea, he was

International Affairs Of The

brainwashed by his Communist

Early 1970S, For Reasons Of State

captors and transformed into a

Is A Major Addition To The

deadly weapon—a sleeper

Intellectual History Of The

assassin, programmed to kill

Vietnam Era. It Includes Articles

without question or mercy at his

On The War In Vietnam And

captors’ signal. Now he’s been

The 'Wider War' In Laos And

returned to the United States

Cambodia, An Extensive

with a covert mission: to kill a

Dissection Of The Pentagon

candidate running for US

Papers, Reflections On The Role

president . . . This “shocking,

Of Force In International Affairs,

tense” and sharply satirical novel

Essays On Civil Disobedience

has become a modern classic, and

And The Role Of The

was the basis for two film

University, And A Now-Classic

adaptations (San Francisco

Introduction To Anarchism.

Chronicle). “Crammed with

These Contributions Reveal Very

suspense.” —Chicago Tribune

Different Facets Of Chomsky S

“Condon is wickedly skillful.”

Powers As A Thinker, From His
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Uncanny Ability To Join

says he wants to get his life

Abstract Philosophical

together . . . but there is

Considerations With The

something about him that doesn’t

Concrete Political Realities Of His

quite ring true. Cara wants to

Time, To His Singular Capacity

believe in him, yet she holds

To Mount Withering, Fact-Based

back despite the way he awakens

Critiques Of American Foreign

dormant dreams and leaves her

Policy.

breathless with his sexy smile,

Montana Heat: True to You

steamy kisses, his every touch.

Jennifer Ryan 2018-02-27 A

When the explosive truth comes

Montana Man risks everything

out and she’s betrayed by the

for the woman he loves . . .

ones she loves, Cara must

Undercover DEA Special Agent

decide—can she trust her heart,

Dawson King spent five months

or should she listen to her head?

in a Montana prison establishing a

The American Robot Dustin A.

fake identity to take down a

Abnet 2020 "As Dustin Abnet

ruthless drug dealer and put him

shows, the robot-whether

behind bars. Except there’s a

automaton, Mechanical Turk,

wild card . . . the killer’s beloved

cyborg, or iPhone, whether

daughter. Cara Potter may appear

humanized machine or

to be on the right side of the law,

mechanized human being-has

but King has learned the hard

long been a fraught embodiment

way to trust no one—even

of human fears. Abnet

someone as tantalizing as the

investigates, moreover, how the

coffee shop owner. She’s

discourse of the robot has

irresistible . . . but is she also

reinforced social and economic

dangerous? From the moment he

inequalities as well as fantasies of

enters her life, King makes Cara .

social control. "Robots" as a trope

. . nervous. The handsome drifter

are not necessarily mechanical
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but are rather embodiments of

monument to the anything-goes

quasi humanity, exhibiting a mix

spirit of the era that left guests in

of human and nonhuman

control of their own adventures--

characteristics. Such figures are

sometimes with tragic results.

troubling to dominant discourses,

Though it closed its doors in 1996

which cannot easily assimilate

after nearly twenty years, it has

them or identify salient

remained a subject of constant

boundaries. The robot lurks

fascination ever since, an

beneath the fears that fracture

establishment completely

society"--

anathema to our modern culture

Action Park Andy Mulvihill

of rules and safety. Action Park is

2020-06-30 "Citizen Kane does

the first-ever unvarnished look at

Adventureland." —The

the history of this DIY

Washington Post The outlandish,

Disneyland, as seen through the

hilarious, terrifying, and almost

eyes of Andy Mulvihill, the son

impossible-to-believe story of the

of the park's idiosyncratic

legendary, dangerous amusement

founder, Gene Mulvihill. From

park where millions were

his early days testing precarious

entertained and almost as many

rides to working his way up to

bruises were sustained, told

chief lifeguard of the infamous

through the eyes of the founder's

Wave Pool to later helping run

son. Often called "Accident Park,"

the whole park, Andy's story is

"Class Action Park," or "Traction

equal parts hilarious and moving,

Park," Action Park was an

chronicling the life and death of a

American icon. Entertaining

uniquely American attraction, a

more than a million people a year

wet and wild 1980s adolescence,

in the 1980s, the New Jersey-

and a son's struggle to understand

based amusement playland placed

his father's quixotic quest to

no limits on danger or fun, a

become the Walt Disney of New
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Jersey. Packing in all of the

government entity, the National

excitement of a day at Action

Institute of Forensic Science, to

Park, this is destined to be one of

establish and enforce standards

the most unforgettable memoirs

within the forensic science

of the year.

community. The benefits of

Strengthening Forensic Science

improving and regulating the

in the United States National

forensic science disciplines are

Research Council 2009-07-29

clear: assisting law enforcement

Scores of talented and dedicated

officials, enhancing homeland

people serve the forensic science

security, and reducing the risk of

community, performing vitally

wrongful conviction and

important work. However, they

exoneration. Strengthening

are often constrained by lack of

Forensic Science in the United

adequate resources, sound

States gives a full account of what

policies, and national support. It is

is needed to advance the forensic

clear that change and

science disciplines, including

advancements, both systematic

upgrading of systems and

and scientific, are needed in a

organizational structures, better

number of forensic science

training, widespread adoption of

disciplines to ensure the

uniform and enforceable best

reliability of work, establish

practices, and mandatory

enforceable standards, and

certification and accreditation

promote best practices with

programs. While this book

consistent application.

provides an essential call-to-action

Strengthening Forensic Science

for congress and policy makers, it

in the United States: A Path

also serves as a vital tool for law

Forward provides a detailed plan

enforcement agencies, criminal

for addressing these needs and

prosecutors and attorneys, and

suggests the creation of a new

forensic science educators.
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Global Woman Barbara

underground economy that has

Ehrenreich 2004 Two social

turned many poor women into

scientists chart the consequences

virtual slaves. Reprint. 12,500

of the global economy on women

first printing.

across the world, revealing the
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